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Turbulence of Weak Gravitational Waves in the Early Universe 1



S´ebastien Galtier1,* and Sergey V. Nazarenko2,†



Laboratoire de Physique des Plasmas, École Polytechnique, Univ. Paris-Sud, Universit´e Paris-Saclay, F-91128 Palaiseau Cedex, France 2 Mathematics Institute, University of Warwick, Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom (Received 17 October 2016; revised manuscript received 13 October 2017; published 28 November 2017) We study the statistical properties of an ensemble of weak gravitational waves interacting nonlinearly in a flat space-time. We show that the resonant three-wave interactions are absent and develop a theory for four-wave interactions in the reduced case of a 2.5 þ 1 diagonal metric tensor. In this limit, where only plus-polarized gravitational waves are present, we derive the interaction Hamiltonian and consider the asymptotic regime of weak gravitational wave turbulence. Both direct and inverse cascades are found for the energy and the wave action, respectively, and the corresponding wave spectra are derived. The inverse cascade is characterized by a finite-time propagation of the metric excitations—a process similar to an explosive nonequilibrium Bose–Einstein condensation, which provides an efficient mechanism to ironing out small-scale inhomogeneities. The direct cascade leads to an accumulation of the radiation energy in the system. These processes might be important for understanding the early Universe where a background of weak nonlinear gravitational waves is expected. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.221101



Introduction.—The recent direct observations of gravitational waves (GWs) by the LIGO-Virgo collaboration [1], a century after their prediction by Einstein [2], is certainly one of the most important events in astronomy, which opens a new window onto the Universe, the so-called GWastronomy. In the modern Universe, shortly after being excited by a source, e.g., a merger of two black holes, GWs become essentially linear and therefore noninteracting during their subsequent propagation. In the very early Universe, different mechanisms have been proposed for the generation of primordial GWs, like e.g., phase transition [3–9], selfordering scalar fields [10], cosmic strings [11], and cosmic defects [12]. Production of GWs is also expected to have taken place during the cosmological inflation era [13–15], and many efforts are currently made to detect indirectly their existence [16]. The physical origin of the exponential expansion of the early Universe is, however, not clearly explained and still under investigation [17,18]. Formally, it was incorporated into the general relativity equations simply through adding a positive cosmological constant. The primordial GWs were, presumably, significantly more nonlinear than the GWs in the modern Universe (like the GWs observed recently by LIGO-Virgo) as they had much larger energy packed in a much tighter space [19]. Although not firmly validated, a scenario was suggested in which a first-order phase transition proceeds through the collisions of true-vacuum bubbles creating a potent source of GWs [20–22]. According to this scenario, at the time of the grandunified-theory (GUT) symmetry breaking (t ∼ 10−36 sec, T  ∼ 1015 GeV), the ratio of the energy density in GW (ρGW ) to that in radiation (ρrad ) after the transition is about 5% [21]. From the expressions given in [21] and using as a time scale 0031-9007=17=119(22)=221101(6)



t (and also g ∼ 100), we find the following estimate for the GW amplitude: h ∼ 0.3. Supposedly, such waves were covering the Universe quasiuniformly rather than being concentrated locally in space and time near an isolated burst event, and it is likely that their distribution was broad in frequencies and propagation angles. At some stage of expansion of the Universe, the GWs had become rather weak, but still nonlinear enough for having nontrivial mutual interactions. Importance of the nonlinear nature of the GWs was pointed out in the past for explaining, e.g., the memory effect [23] or part of the dark energy [24]. The possibility to get a turbulent energy cascade of the primordial gravitons was also mentioned [25,26], but, to date, no theory has been developed. A turbulence theory seems to be particularly relevant for GWs because they are nonlinear, and their dissipation is negligible. Recent works [27,28] explore some ideas on similar lines: they investigate numerically the turbulent nature of black holes, define a gravitational Reynolds number, and show that the system can display a nonlinear parametric instability with transfers reminiscent of an inverse cascade (see also Refs. [29,30]). The nonlinear properties of the GWs, especially the primordial GWs mentioned above, call for using the wave turbulence approach considering statistical behavior of random weakly nonlinear waves [31,32]. The energy transfer between such waves occurs mostly within resonant sets of waves, and the resulting energy distribution, far from a thermodynamic equilibrium, is often characterized by exact power law solutions similar to the Kolmogorov spectrum of hydrodynamic turbulence—the so-called Kolmogorov– Zakharov (KZ) spectra [31,32]. The wave turbulence approach has been successfully applied to many diverse
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physical systems like, e.g., capillary and gravity waves [33–37], superfluid helium and processes of Bose-Einstein condensation [38], nonlinear optics [39], rotating fluids [40], geophysics [41], elastic waves [42], or astrophysical plasmas [43] (see [31] for a more detailed list of references). In this Letter, we develop a theory of weak GW turbulence at the level of four-wave interactions in a reduced setup of a 2.5 þ 1 diagonal metric tensor. The physical properties of such a system are first rigorously derived. Then, in the last section, we present a nonrigorous discussion of a potential connection to the physics of the very early Universe. Absence of resonant three-wave interactions.—We shall consider Einstein’s general relativity equations (free of the cosmological constant) for an empty space Rμν ¼ 0, where Rμν is the Ricci curvature tensor. We will be interested in weak space-time ripples on the background of a flat space. Respectively, the metric tensor will be assumed to have the form gμν ¼ ημν þ hμν , where hμν ≪ 1, and ημν is the Poincar´e-Minkowski flat space-time metric. In the linear approximation with the gauge conditions, Einstein’s vacuum equations give rise to two GW modes: the plus- and cross-polarized ones [44]. Next order in small amplitudes leads to terms with quadratic nonlinearities, which are often associated with triadic resonant interactions. To describe such triadic interactions of GWs, we need to consider the ð1Þ ð2Þ quadratic part of the Ricci tensor Rμν ¼ Rμν þ Rμν , with ð1Þ



Rμν ¼ −□hμν , and [45]  σ   ∂hμ ∂hσν ∂hμν 1 ∂hα ∂hα ð2Þ þ − Rμν ¼ þ 2 ασ − σα 4 ∂x ∂x ∂xν ∂xμ ∂xσ  2  ∂ 2 hμα ∂ 2 hμν 1 λα ∂ hλα ∂ 2 hλν − h − − þ 2 ∂xν ∂xμ ∂xν ∂xλ ∂xα ∂xμ ∂xα ∂xλ   σ  ∂hμ ∂hσλ ∂hλμ 1 ∂hσν ∂hσλ ∂hλν − : þ − þ − 4 ∂xλ ∂xν ∂xσ ∂xλ ∂xμ ∂xσ



ð1Þ



Weak turbulence theory predicts that resonant n-wave interactions play the dominant role for the nonlinear evolution. For the three-wave interactions, we have the conditions k ¼ k1 þ k2 and ωk ¼ ωk1 þ ωk2 , with the dispersion relation ωk ¼ cjkj ¼ ck, where c is the speed of light (c ¼ 1 thereafter), and k is the wave vector. These resonant conditions are formally identical to the respective conditions for the acoustic wave turbulence problem for which it is well known that all the resonant triads consist of collinear k’s [32]. Therefore, in the physical space, the three-wave resonant interactions split the 3D dynamics into individual 1D systems independent for all particular directions. Let us choose one of such directions, and let our z axis be parallel to the chosen direction. We shall use the transverse-traceless gauge; i.e., hμμ ¼ 0, ∂ μ hμν ¼ 0, and h0ν ¼ 0 [44]. Then, the normal mode structure is hþ 11 ¼ −hþ ¼ a, corresponding to the plus-polarized GW, and 22 h×12 ¼ h×21 ¼ b, corresponding to the cross-polarized waves (all the other tensor components are zero). Evolution



equations for a and b follow from taking the respective ð2Þ projections in equation □hμν ¼ 2Rμν , which gives □a ¼ ð2Þ



ð2Þ



ð2Þ



ð2Þ



R11 − R22 and □b ¼ R12 þ R21 . Substitute here the ð2Þ respective components of Rμν from expression (1) in which only derivatives with respect to t and z are left; this gives, ð2Þ after some calculations (we define a_ ¼ ∂ t a etc.), R11 ¼ ð2Þ ð2Þ ð2Þ R22 ¼ 12 ½a_ 2 þ b_ 2 − ð∂ z aÞ2 − ð∂ z bÞ2  and R12 ¼ R21 ¼ 0 so that □a ¼ 0 and □b ¼ 0. Therefore, three-wave interactions of weak GWs are absent, and the dominant resonant interactions in weak GW turbulence is four-wave or higher. Theory for four-wave interactions.—To calculate the four-wave interactions, one has to expand Einstein’s equations up to the third-order nonlinearity and perform a canonical transformation to eliminate the quadratic nonlinearities. In the general case, this seems to be a laborious task, dealing with which we postpone to future. In this Letter, we will simplify our treatment of interacting GWs by considering a 2.5 þ 1 diagonal reduction recently studied in the framework of strong GW [46]. This is probably the simplest metric that contains nonlinear properties sufficient for deriving a nontrivial wave turbulence theory of random weakly nonlinear GWs engaged in four-wave interactions. In the past, diagonal metrics were used for describing a wide range of phenomena like, e.g., the Schwarzschild black hole [47] or the Friedmann-Robertson-Walker model of cosmology [45]. Note that this reduced form (with fields depending on two space variables only but have nonzero components for the third spatial direction) is different from the 2 þ 1 case which does not support GW [48]. Let us consider the vacuum space-time evolution described by the diagonal metric tensor [46] 1 0 −ðH0 Þ2 0 0 0 B 0 0 0 C ðH 1 Þ2 C B gμν ¼ B C; ð2Þ @ 0 0 A 0 ðH2 Þ2 0



0



0



ðH3 Þ2



where Lam´e coefficients H0 , H1 , H2 , and H3 are functions of x0 ¼ t, x1 ¼ x, and x2 ¼ y, and independent of x3 ¼ z. Corresponding 2.5 þ 1 vacuum Einstein’s equations were recently proven to be compatible in a sense that the dynamics preserves the assumed form of the metric tensor [46]. This provides us with a significantly simplified setup for the description of GW. The simplification comes at a cost: only plus-polarized and not cross-polarized GWs are included in the description. The cross-polarized waves are absent initially and are not excited during the evolution. Also, in this framework, we are restricted to a 2D dependence of the physical space variables. However, the 2.5 þ 1 dynamical vacuum system appears to be a good starting point for studying the properties of interacting GWs and developing a wave turbulence theory. Following [46], we further define H0 ¼ e−λ γ;
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H1 ¼ e−λ β;



H2 ¼ e−λ α;



H 3 ¼ eλ :



ð3Þ
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PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 1 DECEMBER 2017 Z X 1 In terms of fields α, β, γ, and λ, Einstein’s equations R01 ¼ Lfree dx ¼ ðjλ_ k j2 þ k2 jλk j2 Þ: ð7Þ 2 k R02 ¼ R12 ¼ 0 and Rμμ ¼ 0 become, respectively, _ x αÞ αð∂ _ x γÞ βð∂ þ ; β γ _ y γÞ _ y βÞ βð∂ _ y λÞ þ αð∂ ∂ y β_ ¼ −2βλð∂ þ ; α γ ð∂ x αÞð∂ y γÞ ð∂ x γÞð∂ y βÞ ∂ x ∂ y γ ¼ −2γð∂ x λÞð∂ y λÞ þ þ ; α β _ x λÞ þ ∂ x α_ ¼ −2αλð∂



and



      αβ _ αγ βγ λ − ∂x ∂ λ − ∂y ∂ λ ¼ 0: ∂t γ β x α y



In the linear approximation, we have α ¼ β ¼ γ ¼ 1 and ̈λ − ∂ xx λ − ∂ yy λ ¼ 0. This equation has a wave solution λ ¼ c1 expð−iωk t þ ik · xÞ þ c2 expðiωk t þ ik · xÞ, where k ¼ ðp; qÞ is a 2D wave vector, whereas c1 and c2 are arbitrary constants. ~ Let us introduce the perturbed variables α¼α−1, ~β¼β−1, and γ~ ¼ γ − 1. We can see from the Einstein’s equations that the leading order of each of these perturbations is quadratic in the wave amplitude λ, which is of order ϵ. Thus, in the leading order, we obtain _ x λÞ; ∂ x α_~ ¼ −2λð∂ _ _ y λÞ; ∂ y β~ ¼ −2λð∂



∂ x ∂ y γ~ ¼ −2ð∂ x λÞð∂ y λÞ



ð4Þ



and _ ∂ t ½ð1 þ α~ þ β~ − γ~ Þλ ¼ ∂ x ½ð1 þ α~ − β~ þ γ~ Þ∂ x λ þ ∂ y ½ð1 − α~ þ β~ þ γ~ Þ∂ y λ:



ð5Þ



One can obtain our dynamical equations from a variational principle for the so-called Einstein-Hilbert action defined by the Lagrangian density [46]  1 αβ _ 2 αγ βγ L¼ λ − ð∂ x λÞ2 − ð∂ y λÞ2 2 γ β α  _ α_ β ð∂ x αÞð∂ x γÞ ð∂ y βÞð∂ y γÞ þ − þ γ β α ≈ Lfree þ Lint ; where Lfree ¼



1 _2 2 ½λ



ð6Þ



− ð∇λÞ2 , and



1 Lint ¼ ½ðα~ þ β~ − γ~ Þλ_ 2 þ ð−α~ þ β~ − γ~ Þð∂ x λÞ2 2 _ ~ y γ~ Þ; ~ x γ~ Þ þ ð∂ y βÞð∂ þ ðα~ − β~ − γ~ Þð∂ y λÞ2 − α_~ β~ þð∂ x αÞð∂ representing the linear (free-wave) dynamics and the (leading order of) the wave interaction, respectively. Let us deal with fields which are periodic with period L in both x and y (limit L → þ∞ to be taken later) and introduce Fourier R coefficients λk ðtÞ ¼ L−2 square λðx;tÞexpð−ik·xÞdxdy, etc. Then,



We introduce the normal variables as pﬃﬃﬃ ak þ a−k kðak − a−k Þ pﬃﬃﬃ λ_ k ¼ λk ¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ; i 2 2k



ð8Þ



so that Z Z Z X i _  dt ðak ak − ak a_ k Þ − Hfree dt; Lfree dxdt ¼ 2 k Z Z Lint dxdt ¼ − Hint dt; where H free ¼



X kjak j2



ð9Þ



k



and Hint ¼



1X δ fð−α~ 1 − β~ 1 þ γ~ 1 Þλ_ 2 λ_ 3 2 1;2;3 123 − ½ðα~ 1 − β~ 1 þ γ~ 1 Þp2 p3 þ ð−α~ 1 þ β~ 1 þ γ~ 1 Þq2 q3 λ2 λ3 g 1 X _ _~  þ ½α~ β − ðp2 α~ k þ q2 β~ k Þ~γ k ; ð10Þ 2 k k k



are the free and interaction Hamiltonians, respectively. Here, P P we use shorthand notations ¼ ; δ 1;2;3 k1 ;k2 ;k3 123 ¼ δk1 þk2 þk3 (Kronecker delta), λ1 ¼ λk1 , etc. Now we are ready to pass to the Hamiltonian description. Taking variation of the action with respect to ak , we have the required Hamiltonian equation ia_ k ¼



∂H ; ∂ak



where H ¼ Hfree þ Hint :



In the linear approximation, when Hint is neglected, we have the free GW solution, ak ∼ expð−iktÞ. To find Hint , in addition to expressing λk and λ_ k in terms of ak and ak , we _ have to express there α~ k ; β~ k ; α_~ k ; β~ k , and γ~ k in terms of the same normal variables. This can be easily done in the Fourier space (see the Supplemental Material [49]). After the introduction of these expressions and relations (8) into Eq. (10), we obtain H int in terms of variables ak and ak . All terms in Hint are quartic in ak and ak , which indicates that the leading-order interaction process is four wave. The terms with products of four ak ’s or four ak ’s can be dropped as they correspond to an empty 4 → 0 process. The remaining terms can be grouped into two parts: Hint ¼ H3→1 þ H2→2 . Part H3→1 contains products of three ak and one ak and vice versa—these represent a 3 → 1 process. Part H2→2 contains products of two ak and two ak —these represent a 2 → 2 process. Let us first consider the 3 → 1 process. The 3 → 1 resonance conditions are satisfied only by wave quartets which are collinear (for the
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same reason as in the 2 → 1 process; see also [32]). Thus, in this case, we can consider contributions to the Hamiltonian from the resonant manifold only, where the quartets are collinear, which drastically simplifies the calculation (e.g., p5 =p1 − q5 =q1 ¼ 0 etc.). Then, by a straightforward but lengthy calculation (see the Supplemental Material [49]), we find that all the 3 → 1 terms cancel (on the 3 → 1 resonant manifold), i.e.,



H3→1 ¼ 0, whereas for the 2 → 2 process, we obtain the following expression: X 12   T 12 ð11Þ H2→2 ¼ 34 δ34 a1 a2 a3 a4 ; 1;2;3;4



1 12 21 12 21 12 12 34 with T 12 34 ¼ 4 ðW 34 þ W 34 þ W 43 þ W 43 Þ, W 34 ¼ Q34 þ Q12 , and



     1 p4 q4 k2 ðp1 p3 − q1 q3 Þ p4 q4 k1 k2 k3 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ 2 − −2 þ k p − p q − q − k p − p q − q k 4 k1 k2 k3 k4 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 − k3 1 3 1 3      p2 q2 k1 ðp3 p4 − q3 q4 Þ p2 q2 k1 k3 k4 2k1 k3 p2 q4 2k1 p3 ðq2 k4 þ k2 q4 Þ þ − − þ þ þ : k1 þ k2 p1 þ p2 q1 þ q2 p1 þ p2 q1 þ q2 k1 þ k2 ðp1 þ p2 Þðq1 þ q2 Þ ðp1 − p3 Þðq1 − q3 Þ



Q12 34 ¼



ð12Þ Given the standard form of the interaction Hamiltonian (11), derivation of the kinetic equation (KE) of weak wave turbulence is straightforward and can be found, e.g., in chapter 6 of [31]. The result is   Z 1 1 1 1 3 2 n_ k ¼ 4π jT kk j n n n n þ − − k1 k2 k3 k k1 k2 nk nk3 nk1 nk2 × δðk þ k3 − k1 − k2 Þδðωk þ ωk3 − ωk1 − ωk2 Þ × dk1 dk2 dk3 ; where the wave action spectrum is defined as L2 hjak j2 i; ð13Þ L→∞ 4π 2 and where h i denotes the ensemble average. It is worth reminding that the KE is valid under assumptions of small nonlinearity (in our case h ≪ 1), random phases, and taking the infinite box limit while keeping the mean wave energy density constant. Assuming the mirror symmetry of the spectrum nk ¼ n−k , we have in terms of the original L2 2 2 variables nk ¼ klimL→∞ 4π 2 hjλk j i ∼ h l, where h is the typical size of the metric ripples, and l is the typical length scale. The KE has the following isotropic constant-flux stationary KZ solutions [see, e.g., Eqs. (9.36) and (9.37) in [31] reproduced via a dimensional derivation in the Supplemental Material [49]] nk ¼ lim



nk ∼ k−2



and nk ∼ k−5=3 ;



ð14Þ



corresponding, respectively, to the direct cascade of the vacuum ripple energy from small to large k’s, and to the inverse cascade of the wave action (number of gravitons) from large to small k’s. Extension to the 3D isotropic geometry (also given in the Supplemental Material [49]) gives nk ∼ k−3 and nk ∼ k−8=3 . There is also a solution corresponding to thermodynamic equilibrium (in any geometry), the Rayleigh-Jeans spectrum, nk ¼ T=ðk þ μÞ, (T; μ ¼ const).



Interestingly, the 1D spectra (14) can be recovered with a simple phenomenology. For four-wave interactions, the typical time scale of the cascade is τcas ∼ τGW =ϵ4 , where the small parameter, ϵ ∼ τGW =τNL ≪ 1, measures the time scale separation between the wave period τGW ∼ 1=ω and the nonlinear time τNL ∼ l=ðhcÞ, which follows from the perturbedR Ricci tensor. The KE conserves the total Renergy E ¼ ωk nk dk and the total wave action N ¼ nk dk (per unit area). Let us consider the energy E l within R ð1DÞ the scales greater than l, namely E l ¼ k0 
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